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==========================================
Preface
==========================================
Based on my 55 years of using a computer to solve realworld problems I think I have discovered an easier way to
learn math. The reason it took me so long is probably
because I am not the brightest crayon in the box. Some say
my elevator does not even go to the top floor.
Even though I earned a Master's degree in Mathematics,
I did not enjoy most math classes. I did not enjoy reading a
page of math theory and then spending hours or days
solving almost identical equations that had nothing to do
with real-world problems.
My lifelong career as a professional computer
programmer often required me to learn some new type of
math in order to write a computer program that would solve
a particular type of real-world problem. In the early days,
computers were as large as a mobile home and were very
limited in what they could do. I soon realized that learning
math as it was needed in order to solve some real-world
problem was a lot easier than learning math the way it was
taught when I was in school, back when social networking
meant going outside to play.
This book attempts to teach math, from grade 2
arithmetic to grade 14 differential equations, using an easyto-follow problem-solution approach. For each branch of
math, from arithmetic to algebra to geometry to
trigonometry to calculus to differential equations, and
beyond, I will describe the types of real-world problems
that can be solved using that branch of math.
For each problem, I will show how to translate the
verbal description of the problem into the language of
math. I will then show how to easily solve the problem
using a simple internet search. Regarding the internet, I like
the following quote from Abraham Lincoln, which I found

on his personal website, “We cannot always trust what we
read on the internet”. Lastly, and most painfully, for readers
who enjoy punishment, I will explain how to solve the
problem using easy to follow old-fashioned pencil and
paper methods. Nothing will be lost if you decide to skip
over the old-fashioned pencil and paper solutions.
By the time you finish reading this book, you will have
learned the key concepts of every school math class from
arithmetic to differential equations. By key concepts, I
mean the parts that can be used to solve real-world
problems. Since I start with the evolution of numbers and
the types of problems that brought about their existence
you don't need any background in math to read this book. I
explain the math necessary to solve each new type of
problem.
The branches of math that are covered in this book,
numbers, algebra, geometry, etc., evolved at different times
throughout history. They evolved in order to solve some
new type of problem that could not be solved using existing
math. Sometimes the branches evolved separately and
sometimes they evolved concurrently. When writing this
book it seemed more logical to cover the branches in the
same order they are taught in school.
While writing this book, I did discover that I do have
one small problem. At seventy-seven years old, my mind
sometimes goes off on a tangent and I start wondering
about such things as “Why does a round pizza come in a
square box?” and “Why do banks charge a fee for
insufficient funds when they know we don't have any
money?”
==========================================

Chapter 1
NUMBERS
This is your last chance. After this, there is no turning back.
You take the blue pill–the story ends, you wake up in your
bed and believe whatever you want to believe. You take the
red pill–you stay in Wonderland, and I show you how deep
the rabbit hole goes.
From the 1999 movie - The Matrix
Since this book is about mathematics it seems logical to
start with the simple question “What is math?”
For many people, math is like
art, they cannot define it, but
they know when they see it.
For others people, math is (50)
percent numbers, (50) percent
shapes, and (50) percent
random letters, such as (X).
I believe that math is just another foreign language. Foreign
languages, such as Spanish, Cherokee, and Klingon, consist
of words along with rules that tell us how to put the words
together to form sentences and paragraphs. We learn a
foreign language so that we can translate our thoughts and
desires into a form that other people can understand. The
language of math consists of numbers, letters, and symbols,
along with rules that tell us how to put them together to
form something called an equation. We learn the language
of math so that we can translate the verbal description of a
real-world problem into an equation. Solving the equation
gives us the answer to the problem.
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In this and the following chapters, I will try to show how
different types of real-world problems gave rise to different
types of numbers and different branches of mathematics.
To avoid getting bogged down in calculations, I will show
how to use the internet to find a website where we can enter
some information about a problem, and the websites will
give us the answers to the problem. For those who still
practice the art of self-torture, starting with the next chapter
called algebra, I will also show how to solve the problems
the old-fashioned pre-internet way. I will list the math steps
necessary to solve the problems using pencil and paper.
And speaking of pencils, if a number two pencil is the most
popular size, then why is it number two? Please forgive me
if I occasionally drift off topic. At seventy-seven years old,
sometimes my mind loses focus, and I start wondering
about such things as “If we eat a serving of pasta and a
serving of antipasta, will we still be hungry?” Enough
about me, let’s get started.
POSITIVE INTEGERS
Who can we blame for math? Who was the first person to
expel us from the peaceful garden of ignorant bliss by
uttering the words “I have a problem”? I was never good at
history, but as I remember it math was invented a long time
ago during a period of time historians now call the past. It
all started when one guy, I forget his name, said to another
guy, “OK, so you have a lot of sheep. Exactly how many
sheep do you have?” The guy with the sheep replied, “I
have a sheep, and another sheep, and another sheep, and
another sheep.” This solution worked until someone
discovered they could hold up one finger for each sheep
they possessed and other people would understand. As
people acquired more and more sheep they realized they
needed a better solution. To solve this “how many sheep”
problem once and for all, the people called a town meeting
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and together they invented the positive integers. The world
changed forever.
Positive integers .. (1, 2, 3, ...)
Three dots at the end of a string of numbers is the math
symbol that means the string of numbers goes on forever.
Note, we will avoid using the number (288) because it is
two gross. With the evolution of the positive integers,
people were able to solve the following types of real-world
problems.

Problem .. Suppose that man
who had the sheep gives us (5)
of his sheep, and we now have a
total of (7) sheep. How many
sheep did we have to start with?

And if wool shrinks when it gets wet, then why don't sheep
shrink when they get wet? The first step in solving a math
problem is translating the verbal description of the problem
into the language of mathematics. The statement of the
problem in the language of mathematics is called an
equation.
This many sheep plus 5 more sheep is 7 sheep
X
+
5
=
7
For many people, this is where the light at the end of the
tunnel turns out to be an oncoming train. Even though we
have done nothing more than let the letter (X) represent the
words “This many sheep”, for some reason, equations make
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people more nervous than the proverbial long-tailed cat in a
room full of rocking chairs. There is nothing special about
the letter (X). Any letter, foreign or domestic, can be used
to represent an unknown quantity. Some teachers use a box
to stand for an unknown number, such as ( + 5 = 7) . The
reason for translating the problem from words into
mathematics is because an equation is easy to solve.
Solving an equation means finding one or more values for
the unknown parts of the equation, in this case (X), which
will make the equation a true statement.
To solve this “how many sheep” problem, using the
internet, we can do an internet search for “online
equation solver”, and find a website where we can enter
the equation (X + 5 = 7) , and the website will tell us the
solution is
(X = 2)
(X + 5 = 7) is the equation.
(X = 2) is the solution.
We started out with (2) sheep.

Congratulations, we just solved
our first math problem.

It may seem like we are starting at a level that is way too
elementary, but please stay with me. By the end of this
chapter, we will know about the following types of
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numbers and the types of real-world math problems they
allow us to solve.
−2, 22 , 3.3333...,
7

2,  , e, i, 0 , c

Using just the positive integers we can solve such age-old
problems as the age of the dinosaurs. When a fourth-grade
teacher asked one of her science students how old
dinosaurs are, the student replied: “Dinosaurs are 60
million and three years old.” When the teacher asked the
student where he came up with that number, the student
replied: “When I went to the museum the guard told me the
dinosaurs on display were 60 million years old, and that
was three years ago.” Being able to count our sheep is
great, but it is not hard to think of a problem that cannot be
solved if positive integers are the only numbers we have to
work with.
NEGATIVE INTEGERS
~~~ skipping to chapter 2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Chapter 2
ALGEBRA
“As long as algebra is taught in school, there will be prayer
in school.” - Cokie Roberts
We now have at our disposal more numbers than we can
count. We know this is true because in the previous chapter
we learned that the positive integers (1, 2,3,...) are the
numbers we use for counting and we proved that there are
more real numbers (1/3, 1, 2,  ) than positive integers.
We also know that when we translate the verbal description
of a problem involving an unknown amount into the
language of math we end up with an equation.
This many sheep plus 5 more sheep is 7 sheep
X
+
5
=
7
In this chapter, we will learn how to translate the verbal
description of a real-world problem into an equation and
then how to solve the equation. Algebra is the branch of
mathematics that deals with translating a math problem
from words to an equation and then solving the equation.
Solving an equation means finding one or more values for
the letters in the equation that will make the equation a true
statement. The word algebra comes from the Arabic word
al-jabr who, I think, used to play professional basketball. I
had trouble in my early algebra classes because one day we
would have a problem and the answer was (X = 2) and the
next day we would have a problem and the answer was
(X = 3) . How can (X) be (2) one day and (3) the next day?
At least we are better off than early Romans. They never
did well in algebra because, for them, (X) was always (10).
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To solve the problems in this chapter we will first use the
internet to find a website where we can enter some
information about the problem, and the websites will give
us the answers to the problem. Then, for nerds like me, we
will look at the steps needed to solve the problem the oldfashioned pre-internet way, using pencil and paper. For
some problems, the pencil and paper solution will take
several steps. Any time a reference is made to using a good
hand calculator, we can do an internet search for “scientific
calculator” and find a website that functions as a
calculator. As far as learning how to use math to solve
different types of problems, nothing will be lost if you
decide to skip over the old-fashioned pencil and paper
solutions.
Before looking at some real-world problems let’s look at
some simple equations and see how we can solve them
using the old-fashioned pencil and paper method. As
mentioned earlier, solving an equation means finding the
value of (X) that makes the equation a true statement. To
help us solve an equation the old-fashioned way algebra
gives us tools, things we can do to an equation that will not
change the solution of the equation. One such rule is that
we can subtract the same number from both sides of an
equation without affecting the solution. We can use this
rule to solve the equation (X + 5 = 7) .
X +5 = 7
If we subtract (5) from both of the equation, we get
X + 5(−5) = 7(−5)
If we simplify the equation above, we get
(X = 2)

The reason we want to do something to both sides of an
equation is to end up with the unknown letter all by itself
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on one side of the equation and its value on the other side
of the equation. Here are some other things we can do to
both sides of an equation without affecting the solution of
the equation.
add the same number to both sides of an equation
subtract the same number from both sides of an equation
multiply both sides of an equation by the same number
divide both sides of an equation by the same number
There is one thing we should never do. We should never
divide both sides of an equation by (0) because dividing a
number by zero is not defined in mathematics. In order to
solve most equations, we will probably need to apply
several of the rules above. For example,
2X − 4 = 8
If we add (4) to both sides of the equation, we get
2X − 4(+4) = 8(+4)
If we simplify the equation above, we get
2X =12
If we divide both sides of the equation by (2), we get
2X = 12
2
2
If we simplify the equation above, we get
(X = 6)

( ) ( )

So how do we know which rule to use and when to use it?
Unfortunately, there is no magic formula as to which rule
to use when. The goal is to end up with the unknown value
(X) all by itself on one side of the equation and some
number on the other side.
Anytime we solve an equation we should verify that we
have the right solution. The solution to the previous
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equation (2X − 4 = 8) was (X = 6) . To make sure we did not
make an arithmetic error we should let (X) be (6) and see if
the equation is a true statement.
2X − 4 = 8
If we let (X = 6) , we get
(26) − 4 = (12 − 4) = 8
The statement above is a true statement, therefore
(X = 6) is the solution.

INVERSE OPERATIONS
To solve the previous equation (2X − 4 = 8) , we got rid of
the (4) that was subtracted from (2X) by adding (4) to both
sides of the equation. Addition will undo subtraction and
vice versa. (X − 4 + 4 = X) . Addition and subtraction are
called inverse operations. We got rid of the (2) in the (2X)
term by dividing both sides of the equation by (2). Division
will undo multiplication and vice versa. [(2X)/2 = X) .
Multiplication and division are also inverse operations.
There are other inverse operations we will learn about
throughout the book.
ACCURACY
A common mistake when solving an equation is ending up
with a solution that is too accurate, a solution that contains
too many digits to the right of the decimal point. For
example,
If (X =1.5)
and (Y = 2.25)
and (Z = XY)
then (Z) = (1.5)(2.25) = (3.375)
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The problem with our solution is that our answer is too
accurate. Our measured value for (X) has only one digit to
the right of the decimal point. The real value of (X) could
be (1.59) in which case the real solution is
(Z) = (1.59)(2.25) = (3.57)

When solving an equation, the number of digits to the right
of the decimal point in the solution should not be more than
the number of digits to the right of the decimal point in any
of the input values. Since (X =1.5) has only one digit to the
right of the decimal point, the real solution should have
only one digit to the right of the decimal point. The correct
solution is
(Z) = (1.5)(2.25) = (3.3)

If we are designing a roller coaster or balancing a chemical
equation, then accuracy is an important concept. However,
the rule of accuracy is often overlooked when trying to
show how to solve an equation. Speaking of too much
accuracy, suppose we are riding on a train, and we see a
black sheep on a hill. What can we say about the color of
sheep? Can we say that all sheep are black? No, some
sheep may be white. Can we at least say that some sheep
are black? No, this may be the only sheep that is black. Can
we at least say that one sheep is black? No, this sheep may
be black on one side but white on the other side. Can we at
least say that one sheep is black on one side? No, this sheep
may be black on one side part of the time but all white the
rest of the time. Sorry, I think I got sidetracked again.
Up to now, we have been solving equations. An equation
states that two things are equal, such as (X+5 = 7) . Let's try
and solve a problem where two things are not equal.
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INEQUALITIES
Problem .. If taxi (A) charges
($5), plus (20¢) for each (1/10)
of a mile, and taxi (B) charges
($2), plus (30¢) for each (1/10)
of a mile, then for what distances
is it cheaper to use taxi (A)?
And can taxi drivers make a living when all they do is drive
their customers away? Since we are not given an equation
to solve we will have to translate the verbal description of
the problem into an equation. Technically we can not use
the word equation. An equation implies two things are
equal. A mathematical expression that states that one thing
is more than or less (cheaper) than another thing is called
an inequality.
Danger Will Robinson! When solving a math problem,
always make sure that all the units of measurement are the
same. For this problem, the flat rate charges are in dollars
but the per mile charges are in cents. It does not matter if
we choose dollars or cents as our standard unit of
measurement, so let's choose cents. We need to rewrite the
fares converting all money amounts to cents and all
distances to tenths of a mile. For example, ($5) is (500)
cents. If (X) is the distance we go, in tenths of a mile, then
the fares are
For taxi A the fare (a) is (500¢) plus (20¢) per (1/10) mile.
(a =500+20X)
For taxi B the fare (b) is (200¢) plus (30¢) per (1/10) mile.
(b = 200 + 30X
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For what values of (X) is the following statement a true
statement? The cost to take taxi (A) is less than the cost to
take taxi (B). Or to use math symbols, for what values of
(X) is the following a true statement?
(500 + 20X)  (200 + 30X)

(<) is the math symbol for less than and (>) is the math
symbol for greater than.
If we do an internet search for “inequality calculator”,
we can find a website where we can enter the inequality,
(500 + 20X)  (200 +30X) , and the website will tell us
the solution is
(X  30) tenths of a mile or (X  3) miles.

To solve the inequality using old-fashioned algebra we can
use steps similar to the steps we used to solve an equation.
The rules for what we can do to both sides of an inequality
are almost the same as the rules for what we can do to both
sides of an equation.
(500 + 20X)  (200 + 30X)
If we subtract (500) from both sides, we get
500 −(500) + 20X  200 −(500) +30X
If we simplify the inequality above, we get
20X  (−300 +30X)
If we subtract (20X) from both sides, we get
20X(−20X)  −300 + 30X(−20X)
If we simplify the inequality above, we get
0  (−300 +10X)
If we add (300) to both sides, we get
0(+300)  −300(+300) +10X
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If we simplify the inequality above, we get
300  10X
If we divide both sides by (10), we get
300  10X
10
10
If we simplify the inequality above, we get
(30  X) or (X  30) tenths of a mile.
It is cheaper to use taxi (A) whenever we are going more
than (30) tenths of a mile or three miles. Since this is our
first inequality problem let’s verify that the answer we got
is the correct solution.
At (2.9) miles which is (29) tenths of a mile,
fare (a) = 500 +[(20)(29)] = (1080) cents or ($10.80)
fare (b) = 200 +[(30)(29)] = (1070) cents or ($10.70)
taxi (B) is cheaper.
At (3.1) miles which is (31) tenths of a mile,
fare (a) = 500 +[(20)(31)] = (1120) cents or ($11.20)
fare (b) = 200 +[(30)(31)] = (1130) cents or ($11.30)
taxi (A) is cheaper.
By now we are late for our appointment, so we don't need a
taxi. Now that we know how to solve inequalities let’s get
back to solving equations.
~~~ skipping to chapter 3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Chapter 3
GEOMETRY
In the chapter on numbers, we learned about different types
of numbers. In the chapter on algebra, we learned how to
set up, manipulate, and solve equations. In this chapter, we
will learn how to use numbers and algebra to solve realworld problems that involve shapes. The branch of
mathematics that deals with shapes is called geometry, not
to be confused with what a small acorn says when it
realizes it has grown up, which is Gee-im-a-tree. The word
geometry actually comes from the Greek word meaning
earth measurement. As with the previous chapter on
algebra, we will solve the geometry problems in this
chapter by first using the internet and then by using oldfashioned math equations.
Geometry studies all kinds of shapes such as circles,
triangles, squares, pentagons, spheres, cubes, and cylinders.
It seems like early mathematicians had to invent a lot of
different shapes so that high school geometry classes would
last a full year.
We live in a 3-dimensional world, a world where objects
have length, width, and height, but to study geometry it is
easier to start with shapes that have fewer dimensions.
Points have zero-dimensions. Lines are 1-dimensional
shapes. Lines have length but no width or height. Circles
and squares are examples of 2-dimensional shapes. Twodimensional shapes have length and width but no height.
Spheres and cubes are examples of 3-dimensional shapes.
Three-dimensional shapes have length and width and
height. We will look at 4-dimensional shapes, assuming
they exist, in a later chapter.
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Here are some common 2-dimensional shapes. Twodimensional shapes are shapes that have length and width
but no height. Most of these shapes can be found in the real
world.

Here are some common 3-dimensional shapes. Threedimensional shapes are shapes that have length, width, and
height. Most of these shapes can also be found in the real
world.
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And here are some shapes that, like me, don't seem to fit in
anywhere. If we start to see these shapes in the real world,
then it might be time to visit the eye doctor. When I went to
the eye doctor and told him I get a stabbing pain in my eye
whenever I drink hot coffee, he told me to take the spoon
out of the cup.

DIFFERENT WAYS TO DESCRIBE A SHAPE
In the chapter on numbers, we learned there were several
ways to describe a functional relationship. Besides a verbal
description, we can use an equation, a table, or a graph. In
this chapter on geometry, we will use verbal descriptions,
equations, and graphs to describe geometric shapes. Here
are three different ways we can describe an ordinary circle.
verbal

graph

All the points
that are the
same distance
from a fixed
point (c) called
the center of the
circle.

equation

x2 + y 2 = r 2
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Let’s start geometry by looking at a simple shape. The
simplest geometric shape is a zero-dimensional shape
called a point. Zero-dimensional means a point has no
length, no width, and no height.
POINTS

Even though points have zero
dimensions, they do exist. The
place where two lines cross and
the origin of a graph are both
points.

Zero-dimensional points are pretty boring so let's move on
to a more complicated 1-dimensional shape called a line.
Even though lines have only one dimension, they are still
found in real-world problems. A line can represent a
straight section of road or the shortest path from the earth
to the moon.
LINES
I don’t mind doing algebra problems but geometry is where
I draw the line.
Sometimes I will use a single
letter to represent a line, such as
line (L), and other times I will
use two letters to represent a
line, such as line (ab). I used to
be really indecisive. Now I'm not
sure.
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Even though a line is one of the most basic geometric
shapes, it is still connected to real-world problems. Back in
the chapter on numbers, we introduced a new type of
number called an irrational number. Irrational numbers,
such as the square root of two, or 2 , or (1.414...) , are
numbers that can not be expressed as a fraction. When an
irrational number is represented as a decimal number, the
digits behind the decimal point go on forever and do not
repeat in any sort of pattern. Irrational numbers evolved in
order to solve simple geometry problems such as finding
the diagonal distance across a square field.
DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS
Problem .. If a field is (1) mile
long and (1) mile wide, then to
get from point (b) to point (a) by
walking around the edge of the
field we have to walk (2) miles.
How far is it if we cut across the
field diagonally?
And how long do you need to stay in a field for it to be
considered a field trip? Back in the chapter on numbers, we
were told the distance from point (b) back to point (a) was
the irrational number called the square root of two. We can
now use geometry to prove that (d = 2) . To find the
distance between two points we need to somehow identify
the points by giving them locations. This is done by
assigning the points graphical coordinates. To get the
coordinates of the two points we can look at a graphical
representation of the problem.
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The origin of a graph is the place
where the x-axis and the y-axis
meet. The coordinates of the
origin are ( x = 0) and ( y = 0) .
The point (a) has coordinates
( xa = 0) ( ya =1) . The point (b)
has coordinates ( xb =1) ( yb = 0) .
From the graphical representation of the problem, we can
see that the square is (1) unit long and (1) unit wide. When
we say that point (a) has coordinates ( xa = 0) ( ya =1) , we
mean the point is (0) units over, to the right, of the origin
and (1) unit up from the origin. Point (b) has coordinates
( xb =1) ( yb = 0) meaning it is (1) unit over, to the right, of
the origin and (0) units up from the origin. From the graph
of the problem, we can see that we are looking for the
length (d) of the line that goes from point (a) to point (b).
If we do an internet search for “distance between two
points calculator”, we can find a website where we can
enter the ( xa = 0) ( ya =1) coordinates of point (a) and the
( xb =1) ( yb = 0) coordinates of point (b) and the website
will tell us the distance (d) between the two points is

(d = 2 =1.414) miles.
To find the length (d) of line (ab) using old-fashioned
geometry we can use the following equation for the length
of a line.
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If point (a) has coordinates
( xa ya ) and point (b) has
coordinates ( xb yb ) , then the
equation for the length (d) of line
(ab) is
d = ( xb − xa )2 + ( yb − ya )2

For this problem,
( xa = 0) ( ya =1) are the (x) and (y) coordinates of point (a).
( xb =1) ( yb = 0) are the (x) and (y) coordinates of point (b).
If we plug the (x) and (y) coordinate values into our line
distance equation, we can find the length (d) of line (ab).

d = ( xb − xa )2 + ( yb − ya )2
d = (1− 0)2 + (0 −1)2
(d ) =

(1)2 + (−1)2 = 1+1 =

2 = (1.414) miles.

Fortunately, this answer agrees with what we said the
answer was back in the chapter on numbers. Besides being
the shortest distance between two points, lines also help
create our next geometric shapes, angles.
~~~ skipping to chapter 4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Chapter 4
TRIGONOMETRY (TRIG)
In the previous chapter on geometry, we learned that
geometry can solve only certain types of triangle problems.
So how do we solve other types of triangle problems?
Believe it or not, early mathematicians were able to create a
whole branch of mathematics, called trigonometry based on
nothing more than the lengths of the sides of a right triangle
and the sizes of the angles of a right triangle. The length of
one side of a right triangle divided by the length of another
side of the right triangle is called a trigonometry function.
Using trig functions, we can find the lengths of the sides of
a triangle, or the sizes of the angles of a triangle, or the area
of a triangle, or the area of a pentagon. The word
trigonometry, which I would have called triangleonometry,
comes from the Greek words for triangle and measurement.
In the chapter on geometry, we learned a few basic
concepts about angles and triangles, so let's start by
reviewing those concepts.
ANGLES
As mentioned in the chapter on geometry, when two lines
meet at a point, they create a 2-dimensional geometric
shape called an angle.
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The point where the two lines meet is called the vertex of
the angle. Angles are sometimes represented by a single
letter, such as angle (B) or angle ( ) , and sometimes by
three letters, such as angle (ABC). When three letters are
used to specify an angle, the center letter represents the
vertex of the angle. And to keep my inconsistency
consistent sometimes I use upper case letters to represent
an angle and sometimes I use lower case letters.
The size of an angle is measured in degrees. A circle is
arbitrarily divided into (360) units called degrees so a
degree has no physical meaning other than being (1/360) th
of a circle. The math symbol for a degree is a small circle
() . Some angles have been given names. The angle
formed by (1/ 4) th of a circle, or (90) , is called a right
angle. A little square at the vertex of an angle is used to
indicate the angle is a right angle.
TRIANGLES
A triangle is a three-sided polygon. A polygon is a
geometric shape consisting of straight line segments joined
end-to-end to form a closed region.

Similar to angles, sometimes I
use upper case letters to indicate
the three vertices of a triangle and
sometimes I use lower case
letters.

In the chapter on geometry, we solved three problems
involving triangles. The first two problems involved right
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triangles. A right triangle is a triangle that contains a (90)
right angle. For the first problem, we had to find how much
material it will take to make a new sail for our sailboat.
If (h) is the height of a right
triangle and (b) is the length of
the base of the triangle, then the
equation for the area (A) of the
right triangle is
A = 1 bh
2

For our second right triangle problem, we used the
Pythagorean Theorem to find the length of a ladder that
was leaning against the side of a house. In a right triangle,
the side opposite the right angle is called the hypotenuse of
the triangle.
If (a), (b), and (c) are the lengths
of the three sides of a right
triangle, with (c) being the
length of the hypotenuse, then
c2 = a 2 + b 2

For the third triangle problem, we had to find the area of
the Bermuda Triangle. We used the lengths of the three
sides of the triangle to find the area of the triangle.
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If (a), (b), and (c) are the lengths
of the three sides of a triangle,
then the side-side-side equation
for the area (A) of the triangle is

A = x( x − a)( x − b)( x −c)
where  x = 1 (a + b + c) 
 2

For other triangle problems, we had to wait until we got to
this chapter on trigonometry. Well, here we are. The next
problem does deal with a right triangle, but we don't have
enough information about the triangle to solve the problem
using the Pythagorean Theorem.

Problem .. We need to build a
ramp that will raise a wheelchair
(3) feet. If the ramp inclines at
an angle of (5) degrees, then
how long is the ramp?

And if the professor on Gilligan's Island could make a radio
out of a coconut, then why couldn't he fix the hole in the
boat? To solve this problem, and other triangle problems,
we need to define some new math functions called trig
functions. There are several trig functions but the three
basic trig functions are the sine (sin), cosine (cos), and
tangent (tan) of an angle. The sine, cosine, and tangent
functions are defined using a right triangle.
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SINE, COSINE, TANGENT
The three basic trig functions are
opposite side y
sin (a) =
=
hypotenuse h
adjacent side x
cos (a) =
=
hypotenuse h
opposite side y
tan (a) =
=
adjacent side x
Just like early mathematicians spent decades creating
logarithm tables, so they could solve exponential equations,
early mathematicians, probably a different group, spent
decades creating trig function tables, so they could solve
triangle problems. Here is a small sample of trig values
taken from an old set of trig tables.
angle (a) in degrees
0
30
45
60
90

sin (a)
0
0.5
0.707
0.866
1

cos (a)
1
0.866
0.707
0.5
0

tan (a)
0
0.577
1
1.732
undefined

The values for the sine and cosine of an angle will always
be a number between (0) and (1). The values for the tangent
of an angle can be any real number. We can now solve our
wheelchair ramp problem using one of the trig functions.
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If our ramp needs to raise a
wheelchair (3) feet, and the ramp
inclines at an angle (a) of (5)
degrees, then how long does the
ramp need to be?

The first thing we have to do is find an equation that
expresses the length (x) of the ramp in terms of the incline
angle (a), and the height of the ramp. Since the ramp forms
a right triangle, we can use one of our new friends, a trig
function, to find an equation. We want to use the trig
function where we know all the values except for the value
of (x). For this right triangle, our three trig functions are
length of (opposite) side 3
=
length of (hypotenuse) h
length of (adjacent) side x
cos (5) =
=
length of (hypotenuse) h
length of (opposite) side 3
tan (5) =
=
length of (adjacent) side x

sin (5) =

Since we can look up the value for the tangent of (5)
degrees, the only trig function where we know all the
values, except for the value of (x), is the tangent function.
tan (5) =

length of (opposite) side 3
=
length of (adjacent) side x
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If we do an internet search for “trig equation calculator”,
we can find a website where we can enter the equation
 tan (5) = 3  and the website will tell us the value of (x)
x

is
( x = 34) feet.

To solve the equation [tan (5) = 3/ x] using old-fashioned
trigonometry, but using the internet a little, we can do the
following.
tan (5)

= 3x

If we multiply both sides of the equation by (x), we get
( x)tan (5) = 3
If we divide both sides by [tan (5)] , we get
x= 3
tan (5)
If we search the internet for “tangent 5 degrees”, we find
tan (5) = 0.0875
If we plug this value into our equation, we get
( x) =

3 = (34) feet.
0.0875

Every math operation we have learned so far has come with
an inverse operation so why should trig functions be any
different?
~~~ skipping to chapter 5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Chapter 5
CALCULUS
In a previous chapter on algebra, we learned how to find
how much a population grows or how much a radioactive
substance decays, assuming the growth or decay is
exponential. Exponential means the more there is of
something the faster it grows or decays. In this chapter, we
will learn how to solve problems that deal with things that
are changing or things that are accumulating when the
change is not exponential.



1



 d (2 x 2 )  dx types of people in the
 dx

world, those who know how to use calculus to solve
problems and those who think people who can solve
calculus problems are nerds. For some unknown reason,
calculus seems to scare people more than algebra or
geometry. After taking beginning calculus three times, I
realized that calculus is not that hard. Historically speaking,
like most other areas of mathematics, calculus evolved in
order to solve certain types of problems that could not be
solved using existing math. Calculus is used to solve
problems in astronomy, economics, electronics, physics,
statistics, and many other areas of science.

There are just

0

Calculus comes in two basic flavors. The first flavor is
called differential calculus. Differential calculus deals with
problems that involve things that are (changing). For
example,
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The area of a rectangular garden
changes as we change the width
of the garden. We can use
differential calculus to find the
width that yields the maximum
area.
The second flavor of calculus is called integral calculus.
Integral calculus deals with problems that involve things
that are (accumulating). For example,

We can use integral calculus to
find how much water evaporates
each year from a swimming
pool.

Let's start with differential calculus. Let's use differential
calculus to solve a problem that involves something that is
(changing).
DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS
Remember the garden problem we had back in the chapter
on algebra?
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Problem .. Suppose we buy (40)
feet of fence to fence a small
rectangular garden. What width
(W) will give our garden the
maximum area?

And if we are meant to work in a garden, then why are we
not born with a hinged back? Back in the chapter on
algebra, we found the width (W) that gave the garden the
maximum area was
(W =10) feet.

Now, let's use differential calculus, whatever that is, to find
the width that yields the maximum area. With any luck, we
will get the same answer as when we solved the problem
using algebra.
If we have something, let’s say (y), that varies depending
on the value of something else, let’s say (x), then we can
use differential calculus to find the value of (x) that
produces the maximum (or minimum) value of (y). Solving
this type of problem using differential calculus is a threestep process.
(1) .. Find an equation [ y = f ( x)] that describes the thing
that is changing.
(2) .. Find another equation, called the derivative, that tells
just how much (y) is changing at any given (x).
(3) .. Find the value of (x) that makes the derivative
equation equal to (0).
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For step 1 we need to find an equation [ y = f ( x)] that tells
the thing that is changing, the area (A) of the garden, as a
function of the width (W) of the garden. Since we know the
distance (P), or perimeter, around the outside of the garden
is (40) feet we can probably find an equation that expresses
the area (A) of the garden in terms of the width (W) of the
garden and the perimeter (P) of the garden. If we do an
internet search for “area of rectangle as function of width
and perimeter”, we can find a website that tells us the
(area-vs-width) equation is
A = − W2 + P W
2
Since the perimeter (P) is (40) feet, we get
A = − W 2 + 40 W
2

A = − W2 + 20W

We now have our step 1 equation that expresses the area
(A) of the garden as a function of the width (W) of the
garden. For step 2 we need to find a second equation called
the derivative. So what is a derivative and how do we find
it?
DERIVATIVES
The derivative of an equation, for example ( y = x 2 ) , is an
equation that tells how much the (y) value in ( y = x 2 ) is
changing at any given value of (x).
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equation

derivative

y = x2

2x

because
the equation (2 x) tells
how much the (y) value
in ( y = x 2 ) is changing at
any value of (x).

Hopefully, this concept is not too frightening. We already
know how to find the logarithm of a number, which is
another number. We also know how to find the tangent of a
number, which is another number. This time we are trying
to find the derivative of an equation, which is another
equation. So, how do we find the derivative of the equation
( y = x2 ) ?

If we do an internet search for “derivative calculator”,
we can find a website where we can enter the equation
( y = x ^ 2) and the website will tell us
the derivative of ( y = x 2 ) is (2 x) .
To manually find the derivative of ( y = x 2 ) we can use a
rule for finding the derivative of terms like ( x n ) where (n)
is a positive integer. To find the derivative of ( x n ) we
multiply (n) times ( x n−1) . The math symbol for the
 d 
 dy 
derivative of an equation [ y = f ( x)] is   or   .
 dx 
 dx 
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equation
y = xn
y = 3x 2

y = 2 x (or) y = 2 x1
y =7

y = 3x 2 + 2 x + 7

derivative
dy
= (n) x( n −1)
dx
dy
= (3)(2 x 2 −1) = 6 x1 = 6 x
dx
dy
= (2)(1 x1−1) = 2 x0 = 2
dx
any number raised to the (0) power
is defined to be (1)
a number does not change so the
derivative of a number is (0)
dy
= 6x + 2
dx

Now that we know what a derivative is and how to find the
derivative of an equation, let's get back to step 2 and find
the derivative of the garden (area-vs-width) equation
(A = − W2 + 20W)

If we do an internet search for “derivative calculator”,
we can find a website where we can enter the (area-vswidth) equation ( − W^2 + 20W) and the website will tell
us
the derivative of (−W2 + 20W) is (−2W+20) .
To manually find the derivative of the (area-vs-width)
equation (A = − W2 + 20W) we can use the rule for finding
the derivative of terms like ( x n ) .
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equation or term

xn
(− W 2 ) or (−1)W 2
(20W) or (20W1)

A = − W2 + 20W

derivative
d = (n) x(n −1)
dx
d = (−1)(2W2−1) = − 2W
dW
d = (20)(1W1−1) = 20
dW
any number raised to the (0)
power is defined to be (1)
dA = − 2W+20
dW

We have now done step 1, finding the (area-vs-width)
equation, and step 2, finding the derivative of the (area-vswidth) equation. The only thing that is left is step 3, finding
the width (W) that makes the derivative equation (dA dW)
equal to (0). In other words, solving the equation
−2W+20 = 0
If we subtract (20) from both sides of the equation, we get
−2W = − 20
If we divide both sides of the equation by (−2) , we get
W =10
(W =10) feet is the width that gives the rectangular garden
the maximum area. I used a lot of verbiage to show how to
solve this problem using differential calculus. Basically, the
solution involved finding two equations and then finding
when the second equation was zero.

.. (A = − W2 + 20W) is the (area-vs-width) equation.
.. (−2W+20) is the derivative of the (A-vs-W) equation.
.. (−2W+20 = 0) gives the width that maximizes the area.
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I have a sneaky suspicion that real gardeners don't put this
much work into deciding what size garden to plant. The
important thing to remember when solving this type of
differential calculus problem is
For any equation [ y = f ( x)] the value of (y) is maximum
or minimum when its derivative equation (dy dx) is (0).
Before we go to the next problem, here are some other
math expressions used to indicate the derivative of an
equation such as ( y = x 2 ) .
equation
y = x2
y = x2
y = x2
y = x2

derivative
d ( y = x2 ) = 2 x
dx
dy 2
(x ) = 2x
dx
d = 2x
dx
f '( y) = 2 x

The next differential calculus problem is more real world, it
deals with a moving object. It also shows how differential
calculus can be used to solve a different type of problem.
~~~ skipping to chapter 6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Chapter 6
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (DIFF-EQ)
Differential equations evolved as a way to help us derive
the equation we need in order to solve a problem even
though we know very little about the problem. The word
differential sounds like it might have something to do with
derivatives, which we learned about in the previous chapter
on calculus, so let’s start with a quick review of calculus.
We now know there are two flavors of calculus. One flavor
of calculus is called (differential calculus). Differential
calculus deals with problems that involve things that are
(changing). If we have an equation, such as [ y = f ( x)] ,
which describes something that is changing, then there is
another equation, called the (derivative), that tells how
much the (y) value in [ y = f ( x)] is changing at any given
value of (x). For example,
[d =16t 2 ] tells the distance (d)
an object falls in (t) seconds. The
derivative, or ( dd dt ) , tells how

fast the distance is changing at
any given time, which is also the
object’s velocity at that time.
The other flavor of calculus is called (integral calculus).
Integral calculus deals with problems that involve things
that are (accumulating). If we have an equation, such as
[ y = f ( x)] , which describes something that is
accumulating, then there is another equation, called the
(integral), that tells how much the (y) values in [ y = f ( x)]
accumulate over a range of (x) values. For example,
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e = (−0.001)d 2 +(0.414)+(40.621)
tells how much water evaporates
from a pool on any given day,
the integral tells how much
water evaporates over a period
of time.

So, what are differential equations? The answer would
almost be obvious if the ancient mathematicians had
listened to me and called them derivative equations. A
differential equation is just an equation that contains a
derivative.
y = 3x 2 − 5 x + 7

is an equation.

dy
= 3x 2 − 5 x + 7
dx

is a differential equation.

Solving a differential equation [ y = f ( x)] means finding
another equation [ z = g ( x)] which has the property that the
derivative of [ g ( x)] is [ f ( x)] . In case this explanation is as
clear as a black rock at the bottom of a deep well at
midnight during a new moon, maybe an example will help.
 dy = 2 x  is a differential equation.
 dx



2
( y = x ) is the solution because  d ( x 2 ) = 2 x  .
 dx


Back in the chapter on calculus, we saw that the integral of
(2x) is also ( x 2 ) , so what is the difference between the
solution of a differential equation and the integral of the
equation?
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dy
The solution of the differential equation  = 2 x  is ( x 2 ) .
 dx

2
The integral of (2 x) , or   (2 x) dx  , is also ( x ) .



To answer the question we have to look at the derivative
symbol in the differential equation, in this case ( dy dx ) .
The top variable of the derivative symbol is (y) and the
bottom variable of the derivative symbol is (x).
If the terms on the right side of the differential equation, in
this case (2x), are a function of the bottom variable (x) in
the derivative symbol, then the solution of the differential
equation is the same as the integral of the terms on the right
side of the equation. For example,
dy
The solution of the differential equation  = 3x 2 − 5 x + 7 
 dx


is the same as the integral of (3x 2 − 5 x + 7) .
If the terms on the right side of the differential equation are
a function of the top variable (y) in the derivative symbol,
then the solution of the differential equation is different
than the integral of the terms on the right side of the
equation. For example,
dy
The solution of the differential equation  = 2 y 
 dx

is different than the integral of (2 y) .

So how is solving a differential equation going to help us
solve real-world problems?
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CREATING THE FALLING OBJECT EQUATION
For good or bad, we have now reached the level of math
where the purpose of the new math is not always to find
numeric answers to real-world problems. As the next
problem shows, the purpose of differential calculus is to
find an equation that can then be used to solve the problem.
Let's take another look at the calculus problem we solved
regarding the terminal velocity of falling objects.
Problem .. A popular theme park
drop tower ride is about (340)
feet tall and it takes about (4.6)
seconds for the screaming people
to plummet to the ground. What
is the velocity of the victims just
before the brakes are applied?
And is hippopotomonstrosesquipedaliophobia really the
fear of long words? As mentioned in the previous chapter
on calculus, the velocity of a moving object is defined as
how much the distance of the moving object is changing at
that instant. For example, if at a given time (t) a falling
object drops another (5) feet in one second, then its velocity
at that instant is (5) feet per second.
This is how we solved the problem in the chapter on
calculus where we were given the (distance-they-fall) vs
(time-they-fall) equation to start with.
(1) .. (d =16t 2 ) is the (distance-vs-time) equation.
(2) .. v = dd (16t 2 ) = 32t  is the derivative equation.
dt


(3) .. (v) = (32)(4.6) = (147) is the value at (t = 4.6) seconds.
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(v =147) feet per second, or (100) mph, is the velocity of
an object that has been falling for (4.6) seconds.

Professors who teach calculus classes are nice, they always
give us the equation we need to solve a problem. Professors
who teach differential equations classes are not nice. They
give us a problem but do not give us the equation we need
in order to solve the problem. So how can we find the step
2 (velocity-vs-time) equation (v = 32t ) if all we have to
start with is the fact that the longer an object falls the faster
it falls? The answer is, we use differential equations.
The reason the velocity of a falling object increases
(changes) over time is due to a physical property called
acceleration due to gravity. If we do an internet search for
“acceleration due to gravity feet per second”, we can find a
website that tells us acceleration (g) due to gravity is
( g = 32) feet per second per second.

Acceleration measures how much the (velocity) of a falling
object increases, or (changes) over time. Every second an
object is falling its (velocity) increases, or (changes), by
(32) feet-per-second.
How much the (velocity) of a falling object (changes) over
time is, by definition, the derivative of the (velocity-vstime) equation or ( dv dt ) .
Therefore, (acceleration) and the derivative of the
(velocity-vs-time) equation are the same thing. And of
course, this equality can be said using math symbols.

g = dv = 32
dt
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This is a differential equation because the equation contains
a derivative. The next logical question to ask is "How do
we solve this differential equation?".
If we do an internet search for "online differential
equation solver", we can find a website where we can
enter the differential equation ( dv dt = 32 ) and the
website will tell us the solution is
(v = 32 t ) .. for this problem, we can ignore the (c) term.

So how do we manually solve this differential equation?
Since the term on the right side of the differential equation,
(32), is not a function of the top variable in the derivative
symbol, (v), the solution of the differential equation is just
the integral of the right side of the differential equation.

(

)

If dv = 32 is the differential equation,
dt
then   (32) dt  is the solution.


To find the integral of (32) we can use the rule for finding
the integral of terms like ( x n ) .
equation or term

integral

y = xn

 (x

(32) or (32t 0 )

(n +1)
n+1
 1
 (32) dt = (32)  t1  = 32t
n

) dx = x

( dvdt = 32) is the differential equation.
(v = 32t ) is the solution.
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After falling for (4.6) seconds, an object’s velocity is
(v) = 32t = (32)(4.6) = (147) feet per second, or (100) mph.
We did it. Wait! What did we did? Starting with nothing
more than the value (32) for the acceleration (g) due to
gravity we derived the (velocity-vs-time) equation (v = 32t )
we needed to find the velocity of the falling riders after 4.6)
seconds.
We can now feel great pride in our math skills. Once I felt
great pride when my kids earned ($100) from their garage
sale. I felt great panic when I realized my car was missing.
Let’s try to start with almost nothing and create an equation
that is a little more complex. Remember the radioactive
plutonium problem we had back in the chapter on algebra?
~~~ skipping to chapter 7 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Chapter 7
NON EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
In the earlier chapter on geometry, we learned about lines
and angles. We also learned how to find the area,
perimeter, and volume of simple 2-dimensional and 3dimensional shapes. Most of the things we studied in that
chapter were based on the works of the famous ancient
mathematician Εὐκλείδης, who sometimes went by the name
Euclid of Alexandria, or just Euclid. For this reason, the
material in that earlier chapter on geometry is called
Euclidean geometry.
So why do we need a different kind of geometry? In the
chapter on Euclidean geometry, we learned that the
equation for the straight line distance between point (a) and
point (b) is

d = ( xb − xa )2 + ( yb − ya )2
If we consider the distance between Auckland, New
Zealand, point (a), and Seville, Spain, point (b), we can see
why we need a different kind of geometry.

If we use the straight line distance equation to find the
distance between the two cities, we will get a distance of
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about (7,917) miles. Since the two cities lie on opposite
sides of the earth, the straight line distance is just the
diameter of the earth. A more realistic value for the
distance between the two cities is the distance of the arc (e)
that goes from point (a) to point (b) which, according to the
internet, is about (12,373) miles.
To get a more realistic value for the distance between two
places on the surface of the earth, we need a geometry that
is not Euclidean. We need a geometry that is based on a 3dimensional sphere instead of a geometry that is based on a
2-dimensional flat surface. In other words, we need a
spherical geometry.
NON-EUCLIDEAN SPHERICAL GEOMETRY
A non-Euclidean geometry uses the same set of properties
regarding points and lines as Euclidean geometry with the
exception that no assumptions are made regarding parallel
lines. In a non-Euclidean geometry, parallel lines may not
even exist. The most well-known type of non-Euclidean
geometry is spherical geometry, probably because we live
on the surface of a sphere.
SPHERICAL GEOMETRY
In spherical geometry, we study
properties of shapes that can be
drawn on the surface of a sphere.
Lines in spherical geometry are
great circles, circles that cut the
sphere in half.
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In spherical geometry, when we refer to the distance
between two points, we mean the distance along the great
circle that contains the two points. The spherical distance is
sometimes called the great circle distance or the arc
distance. Here are some of the properties of spherical
geometry that do not apply to Euclidean geometry.
.. No two lines (great circles) are parallel.
.. Any two lines intersect at two different points.
.. All lines have the same length.
.. All lines have finite length.
.. The distance between two points is a great circle arc.
.. The sum of the angles of a triangle is greater than 180°.
.. It is possible to have a triangle with two right angles.
.. The Pythagorean theorem, (c 2 = a 2 + b2 ) , is not true.
When talking about shapes drawn on the surface of a
sphere, the first thing we have to do is decide how we are
going to identify the location of a point. Where is point (c)?
What are its coordinates? And how is it that we put a man
on the moon before we figured out it would be a good idea
to put wheels on luggage?
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE

One way to locate a point on the surface of a sphere is to
draw two sets of circles around the sphere.
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One set of circles are called (longitudes). All the longitudes
go through the North Pole and the South Pole. The
longitude that goes through the Royal Observatory in
Greenwich, England, near London, is called the Prime
Meridian. The longitude of the prime meridian is (0)
degrees. Longitudes to the east of the prime meridian are
given (x) coordinates of (0) degrees east to (180) degrees
east. Longitudes to the west of the prime meridian are
given (x) coordinates of (0) degrees west to (180) degrees
west or (−180) degrees.
The other set of circles are parallel to the equator. These
circles are called (latitudes). Circles to the north of the
equator are given (y) coordinates of (0) degrees north to
(90) degrees north. Circles to the south of the equator are
given (y) coordinates of (0) degrees south to (90) degrees
south or (−90) degrees. Any point on the surface of a
sphere can be identified by its latitude and longitude.

Danger! In Euclidean geometry, we generally locate a point
by specifying its left-right (x) coordinate and then its updown (y) coordinate. The (x) coordinate tells how far left or
right the point is from the origin, and the (y) coordinate
tells how far up or down the point is from the origin.
In spherical geometry, we locate a point by first specifying
its (latitude) or up-down (y) coordinate and then its
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(longitude) or left-right (x) coordinate. It is easy to
mistakenly use the (latitude) for the (x-coordinate) since it
is given first and the (longitude) for the (y-coordinate)
since it is given last.
In addition to changing the way we specify the location of a
point, we also need to change the way we specify the size
of an angle. If we measure the size of an angle in units
called radians, then it will be easier to solve certain types of
non-Euclidean problems.
RADIANS

Back in the chapters on Euclidean geometry and
trigonometry, we measured the size of an angle (a) in
degrees. A circle, think of a compass, is arbitrarily divided
into (360) equal parts called degrees, so a degree has no
physical meaning other than being (1/360) th of a circle. In
the circle on the left, arc (A) is (1/4) th of the (360) degree
circle or (90) . Therefore, angle (a) is also (90) degrees or
a right angle.
Instead of measuring the size of angle (a) in terms of a
portion of a (360) degree circle, let's measure the size of
angle (a) in terms of the radius (r) of the circle. In the circle
on the right, if arc (A) is the same length as the radius (r) of
the circle, then the size of angle (a) is (1) radian.
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(1) radian = any part of a circle's arc that has the same
length as the circle's radius (r).
Whether angle (a) is measured in degrees or radians, the
size of arc (A) is the same as the size of angle (a). So how
do we convert degrees to radians and vice versa?
If we do internet searches for “degree to radian
converter” or “radian to degree converter”, we can find
websites that will convert one value to the other.
(1) radian = (57.2958) degrees
(1) degree = (0.01745) radians
Now that we have a way to specify the location of a point
on the surface of a sphere and a new way to specify the size
of an angle, let's look at some spherical geometry problems.
DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO POINTS
Our first spherical geometry problem is our old friend, the
distance from Tulsa, Oklahoma to Indianapolis, Indiana.

Problem .. On the surface of our
spherical earth, what is the arc
distance
between
Tulsa,
Oklahoma, point (a), and
Indianapolis, Indiana, point (b)?

And why do we work so we can buy a car so we can drive
to work? Back in the chapter on Euclidean geometry, we
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learned how to calculate the distance between two points
that lie on a flat surface. Can we use the Euclidean flat
surface straight line distance equation if we are using
latitudes for the (y) coordinates and longitudes for the (x)
coordinates of the two locations?
If we do internet searches for “lat long Tulsa Oklahoma”
and “lat long Indianapolis Indiana”, we can find websites
that tell us the (y) latitude and (x) longitude coordinates of
the two locations.

( ya = 36.15398) ( xa = −95.99277) for Tulsa.
( yb = 39.76838) ( xb = −86.15804) for Indianapolis.
The longitudes, or (x) coordinates, are negative because
both cities are in the western hemisphere. For spherical
geometry problems involving latitudes and longitudes, it is
necessary to have the coordinates as accurate as possible.
Using these coordinates and the flat surface straight line
distance equation gives us the following distance between
the two cities.

d = ( xb − xa )2 + ( yb − ya )2
( xb − xa ) = (−86.15804) − (−95.99277) = (9.83473)
( yb − ya ) = (39.76838) − (36.15398) = (3.6144)

d=

(9.83473)2 +(3.6144)2

d = 96.72191+13.06389

(d ) = 109.7858 = (10.4779) miles.
I am pretty sure the distance between Tulsa
Indianapolis is more than (10) miles. According to
internet, the (straight line) distance between Tulsa
Indianapolis is about (591) miles. It appears that
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and
the
and
the

Euclidean geometry flat surface straight line distance
equation will not give us the correct distance between two
points if we are using latitudes and longitudes as
coordinates. If we are going to use latitudes and longitudes
as coordinates, then to find the distance between two points
on the surface of a sphere we need to use spherical
geometry. To find the distance using spherical geometry we
can start with the latitudes and longitudes we found earlier.

( ya = 36.15398) ( xa = −95.99277) for Tulsa.
( yb = 39.76838) ( xb = −86.15804) for Indianapolis.
If we do an internet search for "distance between two
latitude longitude coordinates calculator", we can find a
website where we can enter the (y,x) coordinates of point
(a) and the (y,x) coordinates of point (b) and the website
will tell us the distance (d) between the two locations is
(950) kilometers, or about (590) miles.

To find the distance (d) from Tulsa to Indianapolis using a
spherical geometry distance equation, the road gets a little
bumpy. The equation for the arc distance between two
points on the surface of a sphere is a bit more complicated
than the Euclidean flat surface straight line distance
equation. The spherical distance equation uses the trig sine
and cosine functions which we learned about in the chapter
on trigonometry.
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If ( ya xa ) are the coordinates of
point (a) and ( yb xb ) are the
coordinates of point (b) and (r) is
the radius of the sphere, then the
equation for the distance (d )
from point (a) to point (b) is
sin ( ya )sin ( yb ) +



d = r cos−1 

cos( ya )cos( yb )cos ( xb − xa ) 



Where (r = 3,959) miles is the radius of the earth and
(cos−1) is the inverse of the trig cosine function.

As if the spherical geometry distance equation was not bad
enough, the equation assumes the (x) and (y) coordinates
are in radians instead of degrees. The easiest way to find
the distance using the spherical geometry distance equation
is to break the problem up into steps.
Step 1 .. Find the latitude (y) and longitude (x) coordinates
of the two points. We can use the same latitude and
longitude coordinates we used for the internet solution.

( ya = 36.15398) ( xa = −95.99277) is Tulsa (in degrees)
( yb = 39.76838) ( xb = −86.15804) is Indianapolis (degrees)
Step 2 .. Convert the latitude (y) and longitude (x)
coordinate values from degrees to radians
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If we do an internet search for “degree to radian
calculator”, we can find a website where we can enter the
degree values, and the website will give us the radian
values.

( ya = 0.63100) ( xa = −1.67539) for Tulsa (in radians)
( yb = 0.69409) ( xb = −1.50374) for Indianapolis (radians)
Step 3 .. Find the trig sine and cosine values of ( ya ) , ( yb ) ,
( xa ) , ( xb ) , and ( xb − xa ) . In the old days we used books of
trig values, or a slide rule, to find sine and cosine values but
today it is easier to use the internet.
If we do internet searches for “sine calculator” and
“cosine calculator”, we can find websites where we can
enter the radian values of the coordinates, and specify
radians, and the websites will give us the sine or cosine
values.

sin ( ya ) = sin (0.63100) = (0.58995)
sin ( yb ) = sin (0.69409) = (0.63969)
cos ( ya ) = cos (0.63100) = (0.80744)
cos ( yb ) = cos (0.69409) = (0.76864)
xb − xa = (−1.50374) − (−1.67539) = (0.17165)
cos ( xb − xa ) = cos (0.17165) = (0.98530)
Step 4 .. We can now start plugging values into the
spherical geometry distance equation to get the distance
from Tulsa to Indianapolis.
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sin ( ya )sin ( yb ) +

d = r cos−1 


cos( ya )cos( yb )cos ( xb − xa ) 


sin ( ya )sin ( yb ) = (0.58995)(0.63969) = (0.37738)
cos ( ya )cos ( yb )cos ( xb − xa ) =
(0.80744)(0.76864)(0.98530) = (0.61151)
(r = 3,959) miles is the radius of the earth.

d = (3959)cos−1(0.37738 + 0.61151)
d = (3959)cos−1(0.98889)

Step 5 .. Find the value of [cos−1(0.98889)] . As mentioned
in the chapter on trig, (cos−1) is the inverse of the trig
cosine function. [cos−1(0.98889)] is the angle (in radians)
that has a cosine value of (0.98889) . The inverse cosine
function is also called the (arccos) or (acos) trig function.
If we do an internet search for “inverse cosine calculator”,
we can find a website where we can enter the radian value
of (0.98889) and the website will give us the inverse
cosine, or arccos value.
cos−1(0.98889) = (0.14920)

Step 6 .. Finish solving the problem.
d = (3959)cos−1(0.98889)
d = (3959)(0.14920)
(d = 590) miles.
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We can use the same spherical distance equation to find the
distance between Dallas, Texas, and Paris, France, or
between Miami, Florida and a small island in the Pacific
Ocean. Besides wanting to know the distance between two
points, we might also want to know the compass direction
from one point to another point. A pilot might want to
know which direction to fly the plane in order to get to the
Hawaiian Islands? A ham radio operator, like myself, might
want to know which way to point their ham antenna in
order to talk to a ham in the Philippine Islands?
~~~ skipping to chapter 8 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Chapter 8
OTHER TYPES OF MATH
Most of the branches of math we have studied so far were
developed in order to solve certain types of real-world
problems. For example, geometry evolved in order to find
different properties of shapes, such as the area of a
rectangular garden or the volume of a swimming pool.
Calculus evolved in order to find how much something is
changing or how much something is accumulating. Other
branches of math developed with no real-world application
in mind, and then years later, those branches of math were
found to be very helpful in solving seemingly unrelated
problems. Game theory was initially the study of strategies
that players used in competitive games. Years later, game
theory was found useful in the fields of economic analysis,
stock market analysis, and voter behavior analysis. No
applications were found for the branch of math called chaos
theory until people started having kids. The branches of
math mentioned in this final chapter are not covered in
detail. They are only mentioned to show how specialized
branches of math can be used to solve specific types of
real-world problem. Some of these specialized branches of
math warrant a full semester class in college mathematics
and some are discussed only in math books or on the
internet. Let’s start with something abstract.
~~~ skipping ahead ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ECONOMICS AND FINANCES
Since we all live in a world that uses money to survive,
let’s look at a branch of math that deals with money
problems. When it comes to money, most people feel like
the light at the end of the tunnel has been turned off due to
budget cuts. The next series of problems deal with saving
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money or spending money. Included with each problem is
the search phrase to use to solve the problem using the
internet. Also included is the equation needed to solve the
problem using math, and the answer to the problem.
Problem .. If we put ( P =100)
dollars into a savings account,
and at the end of each year the
bank pays
percent
(i = 6)
interest, then how long will it
take for our investment to grow
to (A =150) dollars?

“period to grow
money calculator”
[A = P(1+ i)t ]
(t = 6.9)

The more frequently the interest is paid, the faster the
money grows.
Problem .. If we put ( P =100)
dollars into savings each month,
and the interest rate is (6%) or
(i = 0.06) paid (n =12) time per
year, then how much will we
have after (t =10) years?

“future value of
monthly deposits
calculator”

(1+ i ) −1 1+ i
A = P n
( n)
( ni )
nt

(A = $16, 469.87)

A similar equation can be used to solve a retirement
planning problem.
Problem .. If we want to have
(A =100,000) dollars when we
retire in (t = 30) years, and the
interest rate is (6%) or
(i = 0.06) paid (n =12) time per
year, then how much do we need
to save each month?
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“savings goal
calculator”

(1+ i ) −1
A = P n
( ni )
nt

(P = 99.55) dollars.

Now that we know we are going to be rich when we retire
let’s spend some money.
Problem .. If we borrow
(A = 20,000) dollars for (t = 5)
years to buy a new car, and the
interest rate is (6%) or
(i = 0.06) paid (n =12) time per
year, then how much will our
monthly payments be?

“auto loan
calculator”
nt 
 i

1+ i


n
P = A n

n

t
−1 
 1+ ni


(P = 387) dollar

()( )
( )

On second thought we don’t really need a new car. We can
live with a good used car.
Problem .. If we can afford
monthly car payments of
( P = 200) dollars for the next
(t = 5) years, and the interest rate
is (6%) or (i = 0.06) paid
(n =12) time per year, then how
much can we pay for a car?

“car affordability
calculator”
 i
i nt 
 n  1+ n

P = A

n

t
−1 
 1+ ni


(A =10,345) dollars

()( )
( )

Oh, wait! There is also sales tax, license fees, and
insurance. Buses are not all that bad. Maybe looking at
some pretty pictures will cheer us up.
~~~ skipping ahead ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
GAME THEORY
Game theory is the branch of math that analyzes the plays
made by players in a competitive game in order to develop
a winning strategy. Game theory is used in the fields of
military strategy, business, psychology, biology, stock
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market analysis, and voter behavior. The next problem
explains how to use game theory to develop a winning
strategy in a two player game.
Problem .. There are (21) chips
on the table. You and your
opponent take turns picking up
(1), (2), or (3) chips. Whoever
picks up the last chip wins the
game. What strategy will help
you win the game?
And if you lose, can you tell everyone that you came in
second while the other player came in next to last? To
determine a winning strategy for this game, let’s start at the
end of the game and work backward.
Step 1 .. For the last move, you want it to be your turn and
you want (1), (2), or (3) chips left on the table.
Step 2 .. When there are (4) chips left on the table you want
it to be their turn. After their turn it will be your turn and
there will be (1), (2), or (3) chips left on the table and
according to Step 1, you win the game.
Step 3 .. When there are (8) chips left on the table you want
it to be their turn. If they take (1) chip, then you take (3)
chips. If they take (2) chips, then you take (2) chips. If they
take (3) chips, then you take (1) chip. In each case, it will
be their turn again and there will be (4) chips left and
according to step 2, you win.
Step 4 .. When there are (12) chips left on the table you
want it to be their turn. You can use the same strategy as in
step (3) and end up with it being their turn again with (8)
chips left and according to step 3, you win.
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Using the strategy outlined in step (3), you can win the
game any time there are (4), (8), (12), (16), or (20) chips
left on the table and it is their turn. If you get to move first,
then you can pick up (1) chip leaving (20) chips on the
table. From then on, if they pick up (1) chip, then you pick
up (3) chips. If they pick up (2) chips, then you pick up (2)
chips. If they pick up (3) chips, then you pick up (1) chip. If
you get to move first, you always win. If they get to move
first and they do not know the strategy needed to win the
game, you just hope that at some point it will be their turn
and there will be (4,8,12,16,or 20) chips on the table. The
strategy needed to win is a lot of information, and speaking
of information,
~~~ skipping to the end of chapter 8 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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We have now covered about one percent of mathematics. It
has been a long day so I think I will leave the next percent
of math for the next book. I hope that I have not killed your
interest in math by including so many problems to solve.
My intent was to show how many different types of
problems can be solved using math and, thanks to the
internet, most problems can be solved without performing
tedious calculations. And if you do find math difficult,
remember what Albert Einstein once said.
“Do not worry about your difficulties in mathematics. I can
assure you mine are still greater.” -Albert Einstein
The end .. That’s all folks
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